About Cloud

Zain Cloud offers an array of local cloud computing services that
adhere to international standards and best practices.
We adopt the most advanced technologies and methods in the

field to maximize the capacity of the services provided while
ensuring the highest levels of efficiency and security.
Our customers in public and private sectors attest to our robust
infrastructure that relies on the expertise of top-tier IT providers.

Why Zain Cloud ?

International Cloud Stack in Local Public Cloud

Data Security

From ultra-large scale to general-purpose
computing, we commit to nothing but efficiency
and reliability. Powered by the international Alibaba
Stack (Apsara), our services remain beyond
comparison.

Security is something we do not compromise on. On that
line we built a reliable infrastructure that prioritizes the
security of our computing, storage, database, and network
resources over everything.

Local Public Cloud

Scalability & Elasticity

Our servers are Saudi based. We put our capabilities
to the test to offer fast, secure, reliable, and easy-touse services.

Cost-Efficiency
Worry-free operation and maintenance costs might
be a thing of the past, but not with Zain Cloud! We
offer the best cost-effective solution for data
storage. Whether in a yearly or monthly
subscription, or Pay-as-you-go.

Scale up or down automatically to meet your business
demand. Our processes are quick, easy, and almost instant
to keep your business operations stable and responsive,
where you will pay upon your consumption only.

Backup & Recovery
Data loss is something of the past. With our real-time
reliable and efficient recovery process, we ensure high
data-availability, unlimited storage capacity, and scalable
capacity (up and down) when needed.
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Elastic Compute Service

Elastic Compute Service (ECS) provides fast memory and the latest Intel CPUs to help you to power your cloud
applications and achieve faster results with low latency. All ECS instances come with Anti-DDoS protection to safeguard
your data and applications from DDoS and Trojan attacks.
Deploy and Grow Automatically
Choose the regions with multiple availability zones in each region and manage
all regions from a single account.
Unrivaled Performance For Saudi
Deploy in Saudi Arabia and comply with government ICP license application
support to deploy your website.
Achieve Faster Results
Deploy on I/O-optimized instances with fast memory, 99.999999999% data
reliability, and the latest Intel CPUs.
Protect and Backup Your Data
Choose how you safeguard your data with Anti-DDoS Basic service, automatic
snapshots, and triplicated backups.

Object Storage Service
Object Storage Service (OSS) is an encrypted, secure, cost-effective, and easy-to-use object storage service that enables you
to store, back up, and archive large amounts of data in the cloud, with a guaranteed reliability of 99.999999999%. RESTful
APIs allow storage and access to OSS anywhere on the Internet. You can elastically scale the capacity and processing
capability, and choose from a variety of storage types to optimize the storage cost.

High reliability
Multiple backups for data redundancy ,Minimum guaranteed service
availability of 99.9%
Cost-effective
Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) ,Cross-region replication and remote
disaster recovery
Ease of use
Simple use and easy management , Integrated with comprehensive extract,
transform, and load (ETL) services
Powerful security measures
Multiple access control measures and fine-grained authorization , Data
encryption and anti-leech protection for servers and clients

Server Load Balancer
Server Load Balancer (SLB) distributes traffic among multiple instances to improve the service capabilities of your
applications. You can use SLB to prevent single point of failures (SPOFs) and improve the availability and the fault tolerance
capability of your applications.
Same-city disaster recovery
Supports high availability across zones and failover within 30
seconds.
Traffic distribution
Supports automatic traffic distribution among multiple
instances to improve the servicing capabilities of your
applications.
Ease of use
Provides multiple billing standards, billing methods, and
service management approaches.
Extremely high performance
Provides guaranteed-performance instances and supersize
instances.

Virtual Private Cloud

VPC helps you build an isolated network environment based on Alibaba Cloud including customizing the IP address
range, network segment, route table, and gateway. In addition, you can connect VPC and a traditional IDC through a
leased line, VPN, or GRE to provide hybrid cloud services.
Free of Charge
Achieve a fully isolated VPC environment for free on the Alibaba Cloud
platform.
Flexibility
SDN configures the network as required, customizes the IP address
range and route table.
Secure Isolation
Builds an isolated network environment based on Alibaba Cloud. Layer-2
logical isolation is achieved between different VPC instances.
Scalability
Works with multiple products and easily manages Internet portals to
provide a hybrid cloud architecture.

Cloud Security service

Security and compliance are always our top concerns. We committed to providing simple, secure and intelligent security
services to accommodate your business and data processing requirements, identify and analyze the risks.
Professional Security Services
Zain Cloud also provides you with value-added professional security services from our

security operation team ,analyze your business needs, and works closely with you to
customize the security rules that seamlessly suit your business.
Cloud Native Security
Zain Cloud native security services are integrated with Zain Cloud server, storage,

database and network services. You can set up your security services easily without extra
configuration, which enables continuous security monitoring and analytics for your data.
We provide real-time threat reports and quick security risk recovery to secure your data.

Security Products
Server Guard

Quickly activate Cloud Firewall without complex network configuration or image file installation. The
firewalls are deployed in clusters to ensure high reliability. Smooth capacity expansion is supported.
Traffic Security
SSL Certificates Service allows customers to directly apply, purchase and manage SSL certificates in

cooperation with qualified certificate authorities to enjoy full-site HTTPS security solutions.
Web Application Firewall ( WAF )
Protects your website servers against intrusions ,detects and blocks malicious traffic directed to your
websites and applications.

Anti-DDoS
Basic, Pro and Premium are a cloud-based security service that integrates with Cloud ECS instances
to safeguard your data and applications from DDoS attacks, and provides increased visibility and
control over your security measures.
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Market Place
Zain Cloud Marketplace is an online platform that jointly with independent software vendors (ISVs) provides industry solutions.
The place to go for thriving partnerships as tech-savvy professionals unfold new possibilities for cloud-based solutions.
UCaaS Unified communications as a service
ERPaaS Enterprise resource planning as a service
MaaS Mail as a service
VSaaSVideo surveillance as a service
ShaaS Smart Home as a service

SAaaS Smart attendance as a service
PTTaaS Push-To-Talk over Cellular as a service

TMaaSTelemedicine as a Service
TRaaSTele-radiology as a Service

BaaS Back up as a service
SECaaS Security as a Service
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Manage Service Partners

Zain Cloud Partner Network (ZCPN) works as a channel of tech partners who share with us a mission to provide an
exceptional customer journey.
Distributor
Business model open for legal enterprise entity only who have experience to
recruit and manage resellers to sell and Cloud products with dedicated sales
and technical team within designated geographic region.
Resellers

Resellers

Business model is open for legal enterprise entity only who have dedicated
sales and technical team to sell Cloud products and solutions to customers, or
bundle with their own solutions and sell.

Agency

Agency
Business model is open for legal small enterprise entity who can promote
Cloud products to customers.

